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[57] ABSTRACT

An economic phenomenon predicting and/or analyzing

system using a neural network. In the disclosed system,

time series data indicating economic phenomena are

input to preparation modules, and moving-average val-

ues and their differences are generated. One of the prep-

aration modules performs a predetermined process over

the time series data indicating an economic phenome-

non, i.e. the change of TOPIX, to remove trends. A
pattern sorter sorts the trend-free data into a certain

number of groups. Average values of various time series

data, their differences and the result of pattern sorting

are input to input layer neurons of the network. The
network is provided in advance with learning informa-

tion of the change ofTOPIX in the past. The output of

the output layer neurons will be a value of prediction of

the change of TOPIX. For the output of hidden layer

neurons, principal components are obtained by princi-

pal analysis modules. A correlation analysis module

obtains a distribution of frequency of principal compo-

nent rankings and analyzes the correlation between the

explanation variants and the output of the neural net-

work based on the obtained distribution of frequency.

34 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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ECONOIvaC PHENOMENON PREDICTING AND
ANALYZING SYSTEM USING NEURAL

NETWORK
5

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to a system for predicting and

analyzing economic phenomena, such as variations m
stock prices, bond prices and exchange rates, using a

neural network.

2. Description of the Related Art
FIG. 2 of the accompanying drawings shows an eco-

nomic phenomenon predicting and analyzing system,

which is disclosed in, for example, "Stock Market Pre-

diction System with Modular Neural Networks", by T.

Kimoto and K. Asakawa, in Proceedings of Interna-

tional Joint Conference on Neural Networks, June

1990. This system predicts variations in TOPIX and

analyzes causes for the variations. TOPIX (Tokyo
Stock Exchange Prices Index) is a kind of stock index

xised in Japan and is a stock index for stock on the mar-

ket in Japan.

This system comprises two subsystems: a prediction

system 1 and an analysis system 2. The prediction sys- 25

tem 1 is composed of a preparation module 3, a nimiber

of neural networks 4 connected to the back stage of the

preparation module 3, and an unification module 5 for

obtaining a weighted average of the outputs of the neu-

ral networks 4. 30

The preparation module. 3 inputs time series data 6

indicating the time variation of TOPDC in a predeter-

mined past period. The preparation module 3 further

inputs various time series data 7-1-7-n indicating the

past time variations such as of turnover, interest rate, 35

foreign exchange rate and New York Dow-Jones aver-

age. Moreover the preparation module 3 performs a

logarithmic arithmetic operation and a normalization

arithmetic, an error function arithmetic on the input

time series data and then supplies them to the individual 40

neural networks

Each neural network 4 has an hierarchical structure

including an input layer 8, a hidden layer 9 and an out-

put layer. In FIG. 2, each of the output layers is com-
posed of a single output neuron 10. 45

Each neural network 4 cannot be used for prediction

until it is provided with learning. The learning of the

neural network 4 is provided according to a so-called

back propagation method. During this process, learning

data including two kinds of data, i.e. input data and 50

teaching data have to be given to the neural network 4.

Data indicating economic phenomena that have actu-

ally occurred in the past are used as the input data, and
data indicating economic phenomena that have actually

occurred following the past economic phenomena are 55

used as the teaching data. More specifically, the input

data are time series data indicating variations ofTOPDC
in a period and data indicating variations such as of

turnover, interest rate, foreign exchange rate and New
York Dow-Jones average in the same period, and the 60

teaching data are data indicating actual variations of

TOPDC in a period following the previous period.

In the system of FIG. 2, since the preparation module
3 is located on the front stage of the neural network 4,

the time series data indicating variations of TOPIX of 65

the input data are given to the preparation module 3 as

input data 6 and are then input to the neural network 4.

Likewise, of the input data, the time series data indicat-
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ing variations such as of turnover, interest rate, foreign

exchange rate and New York Dow-Jones average are

given to the preparation module 3 as input data 7-1-7-n

and are then input to the neural network 4.

For learning, all prepared learning data is repeatedly

input to the neural networks 4. As all learning data is

thus repeatedly given according to the back propaga-

tion method, the individual neural network 4 is self-

organized. Upon termination of this learning, the indi-

vidual neural network 4 will be an organization which is

provided with learning of past economic phenomena by

experience. Therefore, after termination of the learning

process, the economic time series data 6, 7-1-7-n are

given successively to the preparation module 3 so that

the result of prediction of a future economic phenome-

non based on the experience of the past economic phe-

nomena can be obtained from the neural networks 4 via

the unification module 5.

The unification module 5 calculates the weighted

average of the outputs of the output neurons 10 of the

individual neural networks 4. Specifically, the unifica-

tion module 5 performs the following arithmetic opera-

tion:

Firstly, the rate of increase of TOPDC at a time t is

represented by TOPIX (t)/TOPIX (t-1), where
TOPDC (t) is a stock index at a week t. The unification

module 5 obtains a logarithm, usually a natural loga-

rithm, of this value. In other words, is obtained by the

equation (1):

y,=/n(TOPIX {/)/rOPIX (/- 1)) (I)

Secondly, return yM.i) at a time t is obtained using the

following equation (2):

yMO= 2<*>Vf+lO'=U"-^') (2)

where
<f)^ is the weight of a natural logarithm yt+ \ of the

rate of increase of TOPIX at a time t-hi. <f>^
is deter-

mined within a range of 0.5 to 1, and so as to decrease

as i is large. Since "i is large" means **it is a distant

future", the equation (2) is a weighted average operat-

ing equation which evaluates the return yMX) to be

smaller as it is a more distant future. The unification

module 5 outputs the return yMx) to be obtained as the

result of this weighting arithmetic operation.

Accordingly, the output 11 of the unification module

5 will be an index indicating the rate of increase of

weighted average of TOPIX in a predetermined period

after the present time. This value will be positive if the

stock price increases in the future and negative if the

stock price decreases in the future. From the unification

module 5, the return yMt) as significant data for esti-

mating economic trends from the present time (after a

time t) can be obtained as the output 11. A period to

give the data 6, 7-1-7-n to the prediction system 1

should preferably be a week-

Further, the above-identified publication discloses a

method of analizing the causal relationship between the

time series input data 6, 7-1-7-n and the output value 11

using the individual neural networks 4 provided with

learning. In this method, the number of neurons of each

hidden layer 9 is predetermined to be small (e.g., five).

For analizing the causal relationship between the time

series input data 6, 7-1-7-n and the output of the individ-

ual neural networks 4 the time series input data 6, 7-1-7-

n for learning are input to the analysis system 2 as input

data 12 and corresponding outputs of the individual
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hidden layers 9 are input to the analysis system 2 as

hidden multivariate analysis is performed over the input

data 12 as independent variables and outputs 13 as de-

pendent variables. Specifically, a cluster analysis is

made over vectors of the outputs 13 of the individual 5

hidden layers 9. In the learning process to give various

learning data 12, the similar outputs 13 for different

learning data 12 can be obtained from the hidden layers

9. The set of such learning data is called a cluster. The
analysis system 4 is a system for obtaining the causal 10

relation between the time series input data 6, 7-1-7-n

and the output value 11 by sorting the clusters.

Generally, the greater the number of neurons consti-

tuting each of the hidden layers 9, the higher the degree

of prediction accuracy of the prediction system 1 that 15

will be obtained. On the other hand, when the number

of neurons constituting each of the hidden layers 9 is set

as many clusters to cluster, redundancy will be elimi-

nated, and therefore a cluster analysis using the outputs

13 of the hidden layers 9 as shown in FIG. 2 will be- 20

come easy. The number of clusters is usually several

and hence the number of neurons of each of the hidden

layers 9 is determined to be small so as to meet the

number of clusters. Thus the redundant neurons are

eliminated. 25

This analysis system 2 is convenient for providing a

detailed analysis of economic phenomena. Specifically,

by researching the learning data 12 sorted into individ-

ual clusters by the analysis system 2, a more detailed

analysis of economic phenomena can be achieved. For 30

example, by researching the date of the learning data 12

belonging to the individual cluster on the time series

data of stock indices, it is possible to determine the kind

of market (i.e., a bull market, a stagnant market and a

bear market) corresponding to the cluster. Further, by 35

researching the frequency distribution of the input data

Oeaming data) belonging to the individual cluster, it is

possible to research themain factor of occurrence of

market trends corresponding to the individual cluster.

Namely, assuming that the only input data (learning 40

data 12) sorted into this cluster, are data which belong

to the input data (learning data 12) in a predetermined

distribution, it can be considered that if the content is

deviated, the values of the input data (learning data 12)

near the deviated input data are ones of the factors 45

occurrence of market trends corresponding to the clus-

ter.

In the prior system, it is preferable that the number of

neurons constituting each of the hidden layers is as

many as the clusters to which the learning data is to be 50

sorted. However, it is possible to anticipate how many
clusters the input data should actually be sorted into.

Therefore, the number of neurons has to be determined

by a trial-and-error experimental method.

Since the number of clusters is only a few, the number 55

of hidden layer neurons was restricted in order to satisfy

the demand of the analysis system. However, to im-

prove the prediction performance, the number of hid-

den layer neurons is preferably large. In the prior sys-

tem, therefore, demands for removing redundant neu- 60

rons by the analysis system have been the bottle-neck in

improving the prediction performance.

Further, with the prior system, analyses such as a

technical analysis could not be performed. A technical

analysis, like fundamental analysis, is one of the classic 65

economic analyses and a method for checking variation

patterns of stock prices in the past using, for example, a

chart and grasping variations of stock prices after the

,819
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present using the past variations. This method adopts

the conventional statistic method and enables the ob-

taining of the causal relation between the variations of

input data and the output. However, with the prior

system using neural networks, since the technical analy-

sis could not be performed, the causal relationship be-

tween the past variation pattern and the future variation

and the causal relation between the variations of input

data and the output would not be obtained.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A first object of this invention is to provide an eco-

nomic phenomenon predicting and/or analyzing system

using neural networks which enables the determination

of the number of hidden layer neurons without using a

trial-and-error experimental method.

A second object of the invention is to provide an

economic phenomenon predicting and/or analyzing

system which enables the increase of the number of

hidden layer neurons of predicting neural networks,

therdjy improving the prediction performance.

A third object of the invention is to provide an eco-

nomic phenomenon predicting and/or analyzing system

which enables the obtaining of the causal relationship

between the past variation patterns and possible varia-

tions and the causal relationship between input data

variations and outputs, thus enabling a technical analy-

sis.

According to a first aspect of the invention, there is

provided a neural network, for predicting economic

phenomena, comprising:

(a) an input layer having a plurality of input layer

neurons for inputting signals indicating respective eco-

nomic phenomena;

(b) a predetermined number ofhidden layers having a

plurality of hidden layer neurons, respectively, each of

said input neurons being adapted to make synaptic com-

binations with arbitrary ones of the hidden layer neu-

rons; and

(c) an output layer having a predetermined number of

output layer neurons, each of said hidden layer neurons

being adapted to make synaptic combinations with arbi-

trary ones of the output layer neurons, each of the out-

put layer neurons being adapted to output a signal;

(d) wherein weights of the synaptic combinations

between the input layer neurons and hidden layer neu-

rons and weights of the synaptic combinations between

the hidden layer neurons and said output layer neiirons

are organized by learning in such a manner that when
fundamental analysis data and technical analysis data

are input to the input layer neurons represent a result of

prediction of the economic phenomenon.

In the neural network having the above-mentioned

construction, when predicting an economic phenome-

non, information for fundamental analysis and that for

technical analysis are input to the input layer neurons.

The neural network is provided in advance with learn-

ing by the fundamental analysis and technical analysis

information obtained in the past as well as information

concerning the objective economic phenomenon corre-

sponding to these past data. Therefore the output of the

output layer neuron is the result of prediction based on

both the fundamental analysis information and the tech-

nical analysis information. Further, it is possible to per-

form a principal analysis based on the structure of the

hidden layer (i.e., the weighting of synaptic combina-

tion with the output layer neurons).

09/10/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0C02
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According to a second aspect of the invention, there nomena, (a2) a predetermined number of hidden layers

is provided a neural network for predicting econoniic having a plurality ofhidden layer neurons, respectively,

phenomena, comprising: each of the input neurons being adapted to make synap-

(a) an input layer having a plurality of input layer tic combinations with arbitrary ones of the hidden layer

neurons for inputting signals indicating respective eco- 5 neurons, and (a3) an output layer having a predeter-

nomic phenomena; mined number of output layer neurons, each of the

(b) a predetermined number of hidden layers having hidden layer neurons being adapted to make synaptic

respective hidden layer neurons, each of said input combinations with arbitrary ones of the output layer

neurons being adapted to make a synaptic combination neurons, each of the output layer neurons being adapted
with an arbitrary one of said hidden layer neurons; 10 to output a signal, (a4) wherein weights of the synaptic

(c) an output layer having a predetermmed number of combinations between the input layer neurons and hid-

output layer neurons, each of said hidden layer neurons jen layer neurons and weights of the synaptic combina-
being adapted to make a synaptic combination with an tjons between the hidden layer neurons and the output
arbitrary one of said output layer neurons, each of said j^yer neurons are organized by learning in such a man-
output layer neurons being adapted to output a signal; 15 ^er that when data indicating trends of various principal

economic phenomena including an economic phenome-
(d) weighting of the synaptic combinations between

^^^^ ^ predicted and data indicating a variation pat-
said input layer neurons and hidden layer neurons and economic phenomenon to be predected are
weighting of the synaptic combmations of said hidden • ^ j^y^^ neurons, the signals output from
layer neurons and output layer-neurons bemg organized 20 ^ j ^^^^^^ represent a result of prediction
by leaning such a mamier that when data mdicatmg

economic phenomenon;
variations of various pnncipal economic mdioes mclud-

moving-average-value arithmetic means for input-
mg an economic phenomenon to be predicted and data

^^^^^ indicating various principal eco-
mdicatmg a v^ation pattern of the economic phenome- ^^^^ ^^^^ moving-average values
non to be predicted are mput to the mput layer neurons. 25 ^ ^^^^^ predetermined periods, the
said signal output from said output layer neurons repre-

moving-average-value arithmetic means being adapted
sents a result of prediction of the economic phenome- ^ ^^^^ ^ the obtained moving-average valu^, as part

""^ll; the neural network having this construction, when data indicating the trends of the varioi^ principal

predicting an economic phenomenon, data indicating 30 ^^'^^ '""^^^^^^ ^"^^^ phenomena,

variations of various principal economic indices and ^^/^.^^JP*"^ , . .

data indicating a pattern of variations of an objective (^) d^erence anthmetic means for obtammg differ-

economic phenomenon to be predicted are input to the
^l^^' ^^f^

die movmg-average valu^, which are

input layer neurons. Tlie various principal economic ^^^amed m the mdividual common period, for at least

indices include the objective economic phenomena to 35 ^^^^"^ the first to the n-th order differences, the differ-

be predicted. The neural network is provided in ad- ^^^^ arithmetic means being adapted to supply the ob-

vance with learning by data indicating trends of various tamed differences, as part of the data mdicatmg the

principal economic indices obtained in the past and a trends of the vanous prmcipal economic mdic^ mclud-

pattern of variations of the objective economic phe- "^S the economic phenomenon to be predicted;

nomenon to be predicted as weU as information con- 40 (d) trend removmg means for removmg trends from

ceming the objective economic phenomenon corre- time series data indicating the econonuc phenomenon to

spending to these data. Therefore the output of the be predicted by subtracting from the time senes data the

output layer neurons is the result of prediction based on individual moving-average value of the economic phe-

botii the trends of various principal economic indices nomenon for any of the predetermined periods; and

and the pattern of variations of the objective economic 45 (e) pattern-sorting means for sorting the time series

phenomenon to be predicted. data indicating the economic phenomenon to be pre-

Further, it is possible to perform a principal analysis <iicted after removing the trends into patterns, the pat-

based on the structure of the hidden layers (Le., the tern-sorting means being adapted to output the patterns,

weights of synaptic combinations with the output layer which are obtained from the sorting, as data indicating

neurons). Thus the causal relationship between the past 50 a variation pattern of the economic phenomenon to be

variation pattern and future variations of the objective predicted to the input layer neurons,

economic phenomenon and the causal relationship be- In the system having this construction, firsUy the time

tween the input data to the neural network and its out- series data indicating various principal economic indi-

put data can be noticed by the principal analysis. This is ces (including the objective economic phenomenon to

true because the input information to the input layer 55 be predicted) is input to the moving-average-value

neurons includes information indicating variations of arithmetic means. The objective economic phenomenon

various principal economic indices, i.e. differential in- is a stock index, e.g. TOPIX, indicating prices of stocks

formation. Also, since the input information to the input which may be sold or bought. Various principal eco-

layer neurons includes data indicating a pattern of varia- nomic indices other than the objective economic phe-

tion of the objective economic phenomenon to be pre- 60 nomenon are turnover, various interest rates, principal

dieted, a so-called technical analytical explanation can merchandise prices, financial indices, trade indices,

be achieved. price indices, etc. The moving-average-value arithmetic

According to a third aspect of the invention, there is means obtains moving averages of the input time series

provided an economic phenomenon predicting system data in most recent predetermined numbers of periods

comprising: 65 and performs a moving average arithmetic using the

(a) a predicting neural network including (al) an weigjits set so that the sum is I, for example. Also the

input layer having a plurality of input layer neurons for moving-average-value arithmetic means supplies the

inputting signals indicating respective economic phe- obtained moving averages to the input layer neurons.
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Further, the difference arithmetic means obtains at

least first to n-th order differences of the values ob-

tained in the same period, out of the moving averages.

The different arithmetic means supplies the obtained

differences to the input layer neurons. Although n may 5

be 1 or more, a second order is preferable.

The moving averages thus obtained and their differ-

ences are data indicating trends of various principal

economic indices. Namely, these data are information

usable for fundamental analysis. To the input layer neu- 10

rons, these fundamental analysis data as well as informa-

tion usable for technical analysis are input.

In this arrangement, the technical analysis data to be

input to the input layer netirons can be obtained by the

pattern sorting means. The pattern sorting means sorts 15

the time series data, which is obtained by the trend

removing means, into patterns. The trend removing

means subtracts from the time series data, indicating the

objective economic phenomenon, the values of any

period out of the moving averages obtained as men- 20

tioned above. The thus obtained data are time series

data indicating the objective economic phenomenon

and free of trends. Thus the patterns obtained by this

sorting will become data indicating patterns of varia-

tions of the objective econoniic phenomenon. 25

The pattern sorting means itself may be a neural net-

work provided with learning by patterns that have

frequently appeared in the past, so as to output the data

indicating a corresponding pattern in responding to the

input of the trend-free time series data. Practical topol- 30

ogy may be a self-organizing map.

When the data indicating trends of various principal

economic indices including the objective economic

phenomenon and also the data indicating the pattern of

variation of the objective economic phenomenon are 35

input, the result of prediction of the objective economic

phenomenon can be obtained, as signals, from the re-

spective output layer neurons. This is true because the

neural network is provided with the above-mentioned

learning process. More specifically, this is because the 40

weights of synaptic combinations of the input layer and

hidden layer neurons and the weights of synaptic com-

binations of the hidden layer and output layer neurons

are organized by learning so as to obtain an expected

result of prediction when the data indicating variations 45

of various principal economic indices and the data indi-

cating the pattern of variation of the objective eco-

nomic phenomenon are input to the input layer neurons.

According to a fourth aspect of the invention, there is

provided an economic phenomenon predicting and 50

analyzing system comprising:

(a) a neiu^ network for predicting economic phe-

nomena, including (al) an input layer having a plurality

of input layer neurons for inputting signals indicating

respective economic phenomena, (a2) a predetermined 55

number of hidden layers having a plurality of hidden

layer neurons, respectively, each of said input neurons

being adapted to rnake synaptic combinations with arbi-

trary ones of the hidden layer neurons, and (a3) an

output layer having a predetermined number of output 60

layer neurons, each of the hidden layer neurons being

adapted to make synaptic combinations with arbitrary

ones of the output layer neurons, each of said output

layer neurons being adapted to output a signal, and (a4)

wherein weights of the synaptic combinations between 65

said input layer neurons and hidden layer neurons and

weights of the synaptic combinations between the hid-

den layer neurons and the output layer neurons are

organized by learning in such a manner that when data

indicating variations of various principal economic phe-

nomena including an economic phenomenon to be pre-

dicted and data indicating a variation pattern of the

economic phenomenon to be predicted are input to the

input layer neurons, the signals output from the output

layer neurons represent a result of prediction of the

economic phenomenon;

(b) moving-average-value arithmetic means for input-

ting time series data indicating various principal eco-

nomic indices and for obtaining moving-average values

for a plurality of recent predetermined periods, the

moving-average-value arithmetic means being adapted

to supply the obtained moving-average values, as part

of the data indicating the variations of the various prin-

cipal economic indices including the economic phe-

nomenon to be predicted, to the input layer neurons;

(c) difference arithmetic means for obtaining differ-

ences between the moving-average values, which are

obtained in the individual common period, for at least

from the first to the n-th order differences, the differ-

ence arithmetic means being adapted to supply the ob-

tained differences, as part of the data indicating the

variations of the various principal economic indices

including the economic phenomena to be predicted;

(d) principal component arithmetic means for obtain-

ing principal components of the output of the hidden

layer neurons by principal analysis; and

(e) correlation analyzing means for analyzing a corre-

lation between variation of the economic phenomenon

to be predicted and variation of the output of the output

layer neurons by analyzing the obtained principal com-

ponents.

In this system, like the foregoing system, the moving

averages of time series data indicating various principal

economic indices and their differences are obtained.

These are input to the input layer neurons as data indi-

cating variations of various principal economic indices

including the objective economic phenomenon. In re-

sponse to this input, the neural network outputs the

result of prediction of the objective economic phenome-

non as signals. This is because, as described above, the

weights of synaptic combinations of the input layer and

hidden layer neurons and the weights of synaptic com-

binations of the hidden layer and output layer neurons

are organized, by learning, in such a manner that when
the data indicating variations of various principal eco-

nomic indices and the data indicating a pattern of varia-

tion of the objective economic phenomenon are input to

the input layer neurons, the output signals of the output

layer neurons wUl be the result of prediction of the

objective economic phenomenon.

Further, it is possible to perform a principal analysis

based on information concerning of the output of the

hidden layer neurons. The principal component arith-

metic means obtains principal components by perform-

ing a principal analysis for the output of the hidden

layer neurons. The term "principal component" means

a small niunber of variants when expressing a large

number of variants using only a small number of vari-

ants. Intuitively, the large number of variants should be

regarded as vectors, and the small number of variants

should be regarded as unit vectors. Accordingly the

large number of variants can be grasped as a linear

combination of imit vectors. In other words, this xmit

vector (direction) can be regarded as the principal com-
ponent Generally, if there is any correlation between

the large number of vectors, it is possible to approxi-
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mate the vector indicating the large number of variants

by linear combinations of fewer variants (principal com-
ponents). The principal component arithmetic means
obtains principal components by, for example, making
an arithmetic of the elgen vectors of covariance matrix

of the outputs of the hidden layer neurons according to

the Jacobi method.

The correlation analyzing means analyzes the corre-

lation between variations of the objective economic
phenomenon and variations of output of the output

layer neurons by analyzing the obtained principal com-
ponents. For example, the correlation analyzing means
inputs the inputs of neural network as the outputs of the

hidden layer neurons and calculates explanation variant

based on these outputs. The term "explanation variant"

are variants to be facton of the objective economic
phenomenon. The explanation variants may be exempli-

fied by the inputs of the neural network for prediction,

the difference between moving averages of different

periods for the time series data indicating the same 20

principal economic indices, and the difference between
moving averages of the same period for the time series

data indicating different principal economic indices.

The explanation variants can be obtained by, for exam-
ple, the principal component arithmetic means. In this 25

case, the principal component arithmetic means inputs

the inputs of the neural network as the outputs of the

hidden layer neurons and calculates each explanation

variant based on these outputs.

After the principal components for every learning 30

data have been obtained by the principal component
arithmetic means, the correlation analyzing means ob-

tains, with respect to the obtained principal compo-
nents, a frequency distribution of the principal compo-
nent rankings, then the strength of the correlation be-

tween the rankings and each explanation variant from
the obtained frequency distribution, and then an effect

of the rankings on the objective economic phenomenon
from the obtained frequency distribution. At that time,

the strength of the correlation between the ranking and 40

each explanation variant may be obtained in the follow-

ing manner. Firstly, from the obtained frequency distri-

bution, a first section including only the maximum
value, a second section to which an upper predeter-

mined proportion of learning data except the maximum 45

value belongs, a third section to which a lower prede-

termined proportion of learning data except the mini-

mum value belongs and a fourth section including only

the minimum value are obtained, and then an average of

35

of the individual hidden layer and output layer neurons,

the weighted rankings are summed in respective sec-

tions, and, whereupon the result of these weighted sum-
mations are multiplied by the range of the correspond-

ing section and summed.
According to this system, it is possible to relax the

restriction of the number of hidden layer neurons to

meet requirements for the analysis system. Namely,
since the number of hidden layer neurons is not limited

by the number of clusters, etc., many hidden layer neu-

rons can be used. This can be realized using a single

neural network; in other words, it can be realized using

the neural network for prediction also as a neural net-

work for analysis. Further, since sorting in clusters does

not take place, it is possible to determine the number of

hidden layer neurons without using a trial-and-error

experimental method.

Furthermore, since moving averages are used for

inputs to the neural network, it is possible to perform an

analysis using information concerning the crossing

point of folded lines of the moving average which is

useful in the monetary field.

When the number of hidden layers is set to one and
the number of output layer neurons is set to one, the

result of analysis will be simple. For example, the causal

relationship between the rankings and the variation of

indices of the objective economic phenomenon will be

simple. Also, this system may be equipped with a post-

process means for converting the output data from the

output layer neurons of the neural network into a rate of

change of the indices of the objective economic phe-

nomenon to be predicted.

According to a fifth aspect of the Invention, there is

provided an economic phenomenon predicting method
comprising the steps of:

(a) inputting time series data indicating various prin-

cipal economic indices and obtaining moving-average

values for a plurality of recent predetermined periods,

the various principal economic indices including an

economic phenomenon to be predicted;

(b) obtaining differences between the moving-aver-

age values, which are obtained in the individual com-
mon period, for at least from the first to the n-th order

differences;

(c) removing a trend from time series data indicating

the economic phenomenon to be predicted by inputting

the time series data indicating the economic phenome-
non to be predicted and by subtracting from the time

series data the individual moving-average value of the

explanation variants and a standard deviation in each of 50 economic phenomenon for any of the predetermined
the second and third sections are obtained. Altema
tively, for the explanation variant in which the differ-

ence between the average of the second section and that

of the third section is relatively large and in which the

proportion of the standard deviation to an absolute 55

value of the difference is small, the correlation of the

explanation variant with respect to the rankings is then

regarded as being relatively strong. Further, for obtain-

ing an effect of the ranking on the objective economic
phenomenon, firstly, from the obtained frequency dis- 60

tribution, a first section including only the maTimnm
value, a second section to which an upper predeter-

mined proportion of learning data except the maximum
value belongs, a third section to which a lower prede-

termined proportion of learning data except the mini- 65

mum value belongs and a fourth section including only
the minimum value are obtained, and then the rankings

are weighted by the weights of synaptic combinations

periods;

(d) sorting the time series data indicating the eco-

nomic phenomenon to be predicted after step (c) into

patterns; and

(e) predicting the economic phenomenon, based on
the moving-average values, the hierarchical differences

and the patterns obtained by sorting, using a neural

network including (el) an input layer having a plurality

of input layer neurons for inputting the moving-average

values and hierarchical differences as data indicating

the trends of various principal economic indices includ-

ing the economic phenomenon to be predicted and
inputting the pattern obtained by sorting as data indicat-

ing a variation pattern of the economic phenomenon to

be predicted, the pattern obtained by said sorting, (e2) a

predetermined number of hidden layers having a plural-

ity of hidden layer neurons, respectively, each of the

input neurons being adapted to make synaptic combina-
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tions with arbitrary ones of the hidden layer neurons, (a) a network organized so as to output a result of

and (e3) an output layer having a predetermined num- prediction of an economic phenomenon when data indi-

ber of output layer neurons, each of the hidden layer eating variations of various principal economic indices

neurons being adapted to make synaptic combinations including the economic phenomenon to be predicted

with arbitrary ones of the output layer neurons, each of S and data indicating a variation pattern of the economic

the output layer neurons being adapted to output a phenomenon to be predicted are input;

signal representing the result of prediction of the eco- (b) moving-average-value arithmetic means for input-

nomic phenomenon, and (e4) wherein weights of the ting time series data indicating various principal eco-

synaptic combinations between input layer neurons and nomic indices and for obtaining moving-average values

hidden layer neurons and weights of the synaptic com- 10 for a plurality of recent predetermined periods, the

binations between the bidden layer neurons and the moving-average-value aritlimetic means being adapted

output layer neurons are organized by learning in such to supply said obtained moving-average values, as part

a manner tliat when the data indicating the trends of the Qf the (i^ta indicating the variations of the various prin-

various principal economic indices and the data indicat- ^ipal economic indices including the economic phe-

ing the variation pattern of the economic phenomenon 15 nonienon to be predicted, to the network;
to be predicted are input to the input layer neurons, the difference arithmetic means for obtaining differ-

signals output from the output layer neurons represent between the moving-average values, which are

the result of prediction of the economic phenomenon. obtained in the individual common period, for at least

According to a sixtii aspect of the invention, there is
f^^^^ ^^e first to the n-th order differences, tfie differ-

provided an economic phenomenon predicting and 20 ence arithmetic means being adapted to supply the ob-
analyzing method comprising the steps of:

differences, as part of the data indicating the
(a) inputting time senes data mdicating various prm-

^^^^^ various principal economic indices in-

cipal economic indices and obtaining movmg-average ^j^^ economic phenomena to be predicted, to
values for a plurality of recent predetermmed penods,

network;
each of die various principal economic indices includ- 25 ^^^^ removing means for removing uends from
mg an economic phenomenon to be predicted;

indicating the economic phenomenon to
(b) obtammg differences between the movmg-aver- ^^^^^ subtracting from the time series data die

age valu^ which are obtamed m^e mdmdua^ com- ^^^^^ moving-average value of the economic phe-
mon penod, for at least from the first to the n-th order . j «!j^wu

, yj nomenon for any of the predetermmed penods; and

'(crp^cting die economic phenomenon, based on ^
(e) pattem-sorting means for sorting the time seri^

themoWavlage valuesand^rarchicaidifferences,
data mdicatmg the economic ph^momenon to be pr^

using a neural network including (cl) an iiiput layer
dieted mto patterns, the pattern-sorting means l^mg

hav^g a pluraHty of input layer neurons for mputting
adapted to mput he patterns, which are obtomed from

the moving-average values and differences as data m^^^ 35 the sortmg, as data mdicatmg a variation i^tteni oft^

eating the trends of various principal economic indices
economic phenomenon to be predicted to the network,

including the economic ph^omenon to be predicted, .

According to an eighth aspect of the mvention. there

(c2) a predetermined number of hidden layers having a « provided an economic phenomenon predicting and

plurality of hidden layer neurons, respectively, the analyzmg system compnsmg:

input neurons being adapted to make synaptic combina- 40 (a) a neura^ network organized so as to generate a

tions with arbitrary ones of the hidden layer neurons, number of hidden layer outputs according to both date

and (c3) an output layer having a predetermined num- indicating vanations of vanous prmcipal mdices includ-

ber of output layer neurons, each of the hidden layer '^S an economic phenomenon to be predicted and date

neurons being adapted to make synaptic combinations indicating a variation pattern of the economic phenome-

with arbitrary ones of the output layer neurons, each of 45 non to be predicted and so as to output signals mdicat-

the output layer neurons being adapted to output a result of prediction of tiie economic phenomenon

signal representing tiie result of prediction of the eco- combinmg tiie hidden layer output^

nomic phenomenon, and (c4) wherein weights of the (b) moving-average-value arithmetic means for mput-

synaptic combinations between the input layer neurons ting time series date indicating vanous pnncipal eco-

and hidden layer neurons and weights of the synaptic 50 nomic indices and for obtaming movmg-average values

combinations between the hidden layer neurons and the for a plurality of recent predetermined periods, the

output layer neurons are organized by learning in such moving-average-value arithmetic means being adapted

a manner that when die date indicating the variations of to supply die obtained moving-average values, as part

die various principal economic indices and die date of die date indicating the trends of the various principal

indicating the variation pattern of the economic phe- 55 economic indices including the economic phenomena to

nomenon to be predicted are input to the input layer be predicted, to the network;

neurons, the signals output from the output layer neu- (c) difference arithmetic means for obtaining a differ-

rons represent the result of prediction of die economic ences between the moving-average values, which are

phenomenon to be predicted; obtained in the individual common period, for at least

(d) obtaining principal components by a principal 60 from the first to the n-th order differences, the differ-

analysis for the outputs ofthe hidden layer neurons; and ence arithmetic means being adapted to supply the ob-

(e) analyzing the correlation between the variation of tained differences, as part of the date indicating the

economic phenomenon to be predicted and the varia- variations of the various principal economic indices

tions of outputs of the output layer neurons by analyz- including the economic phenomenon to be predicted, to

ing the obtained principal components. 65 the network;

According to a seventh aspect of the invention, there (d) principal component arithmetic means for obtain-

is provided an economic phenomenon predicting sys- ing principal components of the hidden layer outputs;

tem comprising: and
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(e) correlation analyzing means for analyzing a corre-

lation between variation of the economic phenomenon
to be predicted and variation of the output of the net-

work by analyzing the obtained principal components.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an economic phenome-

non predicting and analyzing system, using neural net-

works, according to one embodiment of this invention;

and

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an economic phenome-
non predicting and analyzing system, using neural net-

works, according to the conventional art. aoMO

DETAILED DESCRIFHON
j 5

Preferred embodiments of this invention will now be
described with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings.

FIG. 1 shows an economic phenomenon predicting

and analyzing system according to one embodiment of 20

the invention. This system predicts and analyzes varia-

tions in TOPDC. This invention can be applied also to

prediction and analysis of economic time series data

other than TOPIX as any person skilled in the art may
make such apphcations based on the following disclo- 25

sure. The system of FIG. 1 comprises a prediction sys-

tem 14 and an analysis system 15 as subsystems.

The prediction system 14 includes a preparation mod-
ule 16, a plurality of preparation modules 17, a pattern

sorting unit 18, and a predicting neural network 19. The 30

analysis system 15 includes a principal analysis module
20 and a correlation analysis module 21.

The preparation module 16 inputs time series data 22
in TOPIX, which are to be predicted, and performs

preprocessing over the input data. As a result, various 35

differences 23 contaming difference information of time

series data 22, and a variation pattern 24, from which
trends have been removed, are obtained. Upon input-

ting time series data 22, the preparation module 16

supplies various differences 23 and the trend-free varia- 40

tion pattern 24 to the neural network 19 and the pattern

sorting unit 18, respectively.

At the same time, each preparation module 17 inputs

time series data 25-1 to 2S-n of principal economic indi-

ces described below and performs a preprocess. As a 45

result, various differences 26 containing difference in-

formation of these principal economic indices are ob-

tained. Each preparation module 17 supplied various

differences 26 to the neural network 19.

Specifically, the preparation module 16 obtains a 50

moving average of time series data 22 over the recent

month, a moving average of time series data 22 in the

recent three months, and a moving average of time

series data 22 in the recent six months. The moving
average is a value which is obtained by defining a time 55

point in the past as the origin and assigning variations of

time series data after this time point in an estimate equa-

tion and which shows the drift of variations in time

series data from the origin to this time point. In the

illustrated example, when making arithmetic operations 60

for these three kinds of moving averages, the origins for

the three values are determined for one month ago,

three months ago and six months ago, respectively. In

the illustrated example, the estimate equation is a

weighted overage arithmetic equation. Further, the 65

time series data to be assigned in this estimate equation

is time series data 22 in the case of the preparation mod-
ule 16.

In the data composing the time series data 22, assume

that the data at the time t is represented by Xo(t) and the

weights, by which the data at the time t— i is to be

multiplied, is represented by <f»oi- If the moving average

5 is for one month, it is represented by a subscript N= 1;

if the moving average is for three months, it is a sub-

script N=2; and if the moving average is for six months,

it is represented by N=3. Accordingly the moving
average aoMO of TOPIX at the time t is given by the

10 following equation (3):

/=0

(3)

The weighting <poi is determined based on the follow-

ing equations (4) and (5):

.v-i

k—o

(4)

(5)

Thus the weights <f>oi are normalized in such a manner
that their sum will be 1.

After obtaining the three kinds of moving averages

aoi(t), ao3(t) and ao6(t) using the equation (3), the prepa-

ration module 16 obtains fmal values Xo°N(t), first order

difference Xo^nO-X and second order differences

Xo^MO(N= 1, 3, 6) using the following equations (6) to

(8). TTie preparation module 16 supplies these values, as

various differences 23, to the neural network 19.

Xo^l^0=ao:^t)-2aoNit~l)+aoj^r-2)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Meanwhile, the individual preparation modules 17

input the respective time series data 25-1 to 25-n. The
time series data 25-1 to 25-n to be input are, for example,

turnovers, a longest-period interest of national bonds, a

three-month official interest, expenditures of private

final consumption, received orders of building con-

struction, a Dubai crude oil price, a yen-dollar rate,

price indices of nationwide urban districts, current prof-

its, a real wage index, an average balance of money
supply, a shipping index of mining and manufacturing

industries, a trade balance, a Yew York Dow-Jones
average, a wholesale price index, etc.

The preparation modules 17 have the same function

as the preparation module 16; they perform a moving
average process and a difference arithmetic process

based on the input time series data 25-1 to 25-n. The
preparation modules 17 output such processed data to

the neural network 19.

The processes to be executed by the preparation

modules 17 have the same formats as the above-men-

tioned equations (3) to (8) except that the data to be

processed are time series data 25-1 to 25-n rather than

time series data 22. Namely the preparation modules 17

can represent each subscript 0 in the equations (3) to (8)

by j (j — It 2, n) indicating any of the time series data

25-1 to 25-n.

More specifically, the preparation modules 17 obtain

fmal values X//v(t), first order differences X;l;v(t) and
second order differences X/^ii) (N=l, 3, 6) for the

data to be processed by themselves, i.e. the respective
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time series data 25-1 to 25-n, by perfortning processes trends by performing an arithmetic operation based on

expressed by the following equations (30 to (80: the following equation (10):

. N-\ . (4-)

<i»f^-» «ai (50 10

-TyiMO = tfywCO - «yA<' - I) (70

^>2M') - ff/W(0 - 2«;M' - I) + fyM' - 2) (80 15

Each preparation module 17 supplies various kinds of

differences 26, i.e. the final values X/^t), first order

differences X;l^(t) and second order differences X/A(t)

(N= 1, 3, 6), to the neural network 19. 20
Thus the information to be supptied to the neural

network 19 can be used as a so-called fundamental 22

analysis index. As described above, the time series data

to be processed by the preparation module 16 is data

concerning TOPDC, i.e. kinds of principal economic 25

indices. Likewise the time series data 25-1 to 25-n to be

processed by the respective preparation modules 17 are

also turnovers and other principal economic indices. In

the illustrated embodiment, the difference information

of these indices are obtained in the foDowing forms to 30

be input to the neural network 19: the final values

Xo^'MO* first order differences Xo^MO second order

differences Xo^^t); or final values XfiAt)f first order

differences Xy^/^t) and second order differences X/Mfy.
The first order differences Xo^Mt) and Xyi^t) repre- 35

sent rates of increase or decrease of the corresponding

variants (time series data 22 or 25-1 to 25-n) and the

second order differences Xo?iv(t) and X/A<t) represent a

changes of the increasing or decreasing rates of corre-

sponding variants. Therefore, in this embodiment, the 40

data as various differences 23 to be supplied to the neu-

ral network 19 are usable as fundamental analysis indi-

ces that indicate economic realities, ex. Japan, United

States, surrounding the stock market, which are data to

be expressed in a difference form. Although arithmetic 45

operations are performed up to the second differences

in this embodiment, this invention should by no means

be limited to any order of arithmetic operation of differ-

ences. Practically, up to second order differences to be

grasped intuitively is enough. 50

The preparation modules 16 obtains data to be sup-

plied to the pattern sorting unit 18, i.e. a variation pat-

tern 24 after trends have been removed from the time

series data 22.

The preparation module 16 firstly subtracts a six- 55

month-range moving average ao<'3(t), i.e. a final value

Xo''3(T), from the data Xo(t) at the time t, which consti-

tutes the time series data 22, to remove trends. That is,

the data poi(t) free of trends is obtained by carrying out

an arithmetic operation based on the following equation 60

(9):

PO\iO^^O-Xo%iO (9)

The preparation module 16 normalizes poi(t) in the 65

past eight months. That is, assume that if a subscript i of

poi(t) represents data on the i-th month, the preparation

module 16 obtains the i-th month pattern poi(t) free of

The pattern sorting unit 18 is realized by a neural

network called "a self-organizing map". This neural

work is provided in advance with learning of all learn-

ing data to determine synaptic combination weights

between the individual neurons constituting the neural

network. The algorithm implementing the self-organiz-

ing map is discussed in, for example, 'The Self-Organiz-

ing Map", by Teuvo Kohonen, in Proceedings of the

IEEE, Vol. 78, No. 9, Sept. 1990. In the system of tiiis

embodiment, the topology in which 16 neurons are

arranged in a pattern of a 4x4 mesh is used, and the

following equation is used for the learning factor a(t):

0(0=0.5/(1 +(/-l)»0.1) (11)

where i stands for a number of learning cycles and the

initial value of i is 1. i increases by 1 every time all

learning data is exhibited with respect to the self-organ-

izing map. For application to this embodiment, it is

preferable to repeatedly exhibit all learning data about

10,000 times with respect to the self-organizing map, Le.

until i=10,(KX). The outputs of sixteen neurons consti-

tuting the self-organizing map are output from the pat-

tern sorting unit 18 to the neural network 19.

Therefore, since the learning of the pattern sorting

unit 18 is performed according to variations in the time

series data 22 concerning TOPDC, i.e. Poi(t) which is

information obtained based on a price variation of

TOPIX, the output of tiie pattern sorting unit 18 in

actual use is information indicating an optimum pattern

to simulate actual price variations of TOPIX selected

from patterns that have appeared frequentiy in the past

This information can be used as indices for technical

analysis.

Thus, one feature of this embodiment is that the indi-

ces for fundamental analysis and the indices for techni-

cal analysis are input to the neural network 14.

The neural network 19 comprises an input layer 27, a

hidden layer 28 and an output layer. Either tiie input

layer 27 or the hidden layer 28 is composed of a prede-

termined number of neurons 35, 36. The output layer of

the neural network 19 includes a single output neuron

29. The neural network 19 is a hierarchical neural net-

work.

In this invention, however, the number of either the

output neurons 29 or hidden layers 28 should by no

means be limited to one. Each input layer neuron 35

receives any of the output 23 of the preparation module

16, the outputs 26 of the preparation modules 17-1-17-n

and the output 34 of the pattern sorting unit 18. Each of

the outputs of these input layer neurons 35 is combined

with the input of the respective hidden layer neurons 36

in synaptic combination form. Weights of these combi-

nations are organized when learning is performed. Fur-

thermore, the outputs of the hidden layer neurons 36 are

combined with the input of the output neuron 29. The
synaptic combination weights concerning thwe combi-

nations are self-organized during leammg.
The learning of the neural network 19 takes place

using learning data obtained in past time points. These

learning data are the data used for predictions of
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TOPIX and th\as-obtained TOPIX data at past time iate analysis. This analysis is used for finding a small

points. number of variants (principal components) explaining

Input signals out of this learning data are signals ob- the change of a large number of variants. Intuitively,

taincii by inputting the economic time series data 22, each really existing variant is not treated individually

25-1-25-n, which are obtained at a month previous to 5 and is regarded as a linear combination of the unit vec-

the month which is the objective month of prediction, tors. Each of the unit vectors indicates a variant which
to the preparation modules 16, 17-1-17-n and the pat- explains the change of these really existing variants,

tern sorting unit 18. Specifically, the user supplies the Each of the principal components can be intuitively

economic time series data 22 of the previous month to grasped as each of these unit vectors,
the preparation module 16 to cause the preparation lo jhe principal components include a fust, a second, a
module 16 and the pattern sorting unit 18 to perform the

^ -phe first principal component means the
above-mentioned process so that vanous differences 23 direction in which variance of variant vectors is great-
of moving averages of TOPDC and a pattern of trend- ^^ere the variant vectors are the really existing
free variation are obtained. T^e pattern sortmg unit 18 ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ j component means the
to be a neural network itself sorts the thus obtamed 15 ^^^^ perpendicular to the first principal
trend-free pattern of variation as it is to be any ofpat- ^ ^^ich variance of the variant vectors
terns that have frequently appeared m the past. Then .***ur-. -i .tt.
^. ^ ^- •* i« Jl * *u 1* f IS second greatest to the first pnncipal component. The
the pattern sortmg umt 18 outputs the result of sortmg. ^ • • 1 . *u j- *• u- i.

The individual prtparation mcJdules 17-1 to 17-n inpute
pnncipal component means the direcuon which is

the respective time series data 25-1 to 25.n of principal 20 P^^^J^^^^^ ^e second pnncipal component and m
economic indices and output various differences 26 of ^^^^ ^^^^ vectors second greatest to

their moving average. The individual input layer neu- ^f^o^^^ P^^^P^ component. Thus the individual

rons 35 input these data, i.e. various differences 23 of pnncipal components are directions defined succes-

moving average of TOPDC, various differences 26 of sively.

moving average of other principal indices and the pat- 25
^^^^^ network 19 is learning, the principal

tern of TOPDC variation which is the output 34 of the analysis module 20 inputs the output values 32 of all

pattern sorting unit 18. neurons 36 of the hidden layer 28 for every learning

Teaching data out of the learning data of the neural data. The principal analysis module 20 then obtains

network 19 may be the data that is obtained from principal components, based on the outputs 32 of the

TOPIX values for the previous month t and the objec- 30 neurons 36 of the hidden layer 28, in the following

tive month t-f 1 in the following manner: manner:

Firstly, the outputs 32 of the neurons 36 of the hidden
lniX^t+i)/X<jiO)n.o (12) layer 28 are represented by h/jt, where i-1, 2, M, and

k=l, 2, K. M is the number of neurons 36 of the
The learning algorithm of the neural network 19 is hidden layer 28, and K is the number of learning data,

exemplified by "Learning Internal Representation by Accordingly the component Sy of (s,y), which is the
Error Propagation", by D. E. Runmelhart, G. E. Hin- covariance matrix of h/^, can be expressed by the fol-

ton and J. Williams, in Parallel Distributed Process- lowing equation (15)-

ing, The MIT Press (1986). Preferably, the learning

factor is 0.1 and the factor of inertial term is 0.9. Sij^(hik-him)X(hjk-hj„) (15)

By performing this learning process, the neural net-

work 19 is self-organized so as to output a TOPIX value where h/m represents an average of h/jt for i (i= 1, 2,

for the objective month, in response to the input of k). The principal components can be obtained as eigen
information for fundamental analysis and technical anal- vectors of the covariance matrix (sij). The principal
ysis. Specifically, when the fundamental analysis indices analysis module 20 obtains the eigen vectors of the
obtained as the outputs 23. 26 of the preparation mod- covariance matrix by the Jacobi method,
ules 16, 17-1 to 17-n and the technical analysis indices jjjg correlation analysis module 21 obtains a correla-
obtained as the outputs 34, 37 from the pattern sorting between the explanation variants calculated from
unit 18 are input to the neural network 19 at real use, the -^^^^^ 33 ^^e network 19 with the medium of the
neural network 19 outputs ln(Xo(t-M)/Xo(t))/2.0, outputs 32 of the hidden layer 28 of the neural network
where t represents the month of real use rather than the ^5 ^^^^^^ ^^^^ network 19.
previous month of learmng. The term "explanation variant" means a variant on

/
^^^^^^^^ ''''''''^'^^ ln(X^t+ 1)/X- ^^-^^ ^ objective variant depends when explaining

o(t)/2.0 mto a rate of change:
objective variant and its change. Thus the explana-

(Xfii+\)-xyit))/XJit) (13) 55 variant is treated as having a causal relationship

with the objective variant. In this embodiment, the

Namely, assuming that the input of the post process objective variant is .economic data to be predicted, i e.

module 30 is x and the output 31 thereof is y, the post- senes data 22 of TOPIX and its change and the

process module 30 performs the following arithmetic: explanation variants are a) the mputs 33. b) the differ-

60 ences ofmoving averages of different periods (i.e., mov-

y^^-\ (14) ing averages of different N) output of moving averages

obtained for the same economic time series data (any of

The analysis system 15, as described above, is com- 22, 25-1 to 25-n), c) the differences of moving averages

posed of the principal analysis module 20 and the corre- of the same period out of the moving average obtained

lation analysis module 21. 65 for different kinds of economic time series data.

The principal analysis module 20 performs a principal The moving average curve is a can be represented as

analysis of the outputs 32 of the hidden layer 28. The a folded line indicating the moving averages with re-

term "principal analysis" is used in the field of multivar- spect to time t in x coordinate. For example, assuming
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that the folded line of the moving average of a short

period (e.g. one month) climbs over the folded line of

the moving average of a long period (e.g. six months) in

the situation where the long-period moving average

turns no marked variations or upwards tendencies from 5

a decreasing tendency, the technical analysis grasps it as

the time to buy. The second one of the foregoing expla-

nation variants is a variant which enables this analysis.

Assimiing that the amount of imports is greater than the

amount of exports over a somewhat long period, a 10

change will appear in the economic situation and hence

an effect will appear on stock prices over a long period.

The third one of the foregoing explanation variants is a

variant explaining such an effect. These explanation

variants are variants effective for explaining variations 15

in TOPIX in market prediction.

The correlation analysis module 21 obtains a distribu-

tion of frequency of ranking of principal components

for all learning data based on the principal components

calculated by the principal analysis module 20 and also 20
obtains a) a maximum value, b) a minimum value, c) a

section including a lower 10% number of learning data

except the minimum value, and d) a section including an

upper 10% number of data except the maximum value.

Assuming that the vector composed of vectors of the
25

average of various variants is the origin vector, the

rankings of principal component are represented as is

projections in the direction of principal component of

the variate vector.

The analysis module 21 then considers the group of

learning data contained in the lower 10% of data for the

principal components and the group of data contained

in the upper 10% of the same, and obtains average val-

ues and standard deviations of explanation variants in

the respective groups. The difference in average value
^5

between the upper 10% data and the lower 10% data is

relatively large and the standard deviation with respect

to an absolute value of this difference is relatively small,

the correlation between the explanation variants and the

principal component rankings will be regarded as rela- ^
tively strong. On the other hand, the effect E/ of the

principal component rankings Pi on the rate of change

of the economic time series data to be predicted is ob-

tained by the following equation:

£/»exp((maxi —inini)2i*yH^— 1 (16)
45

where mini, maxi are minimum and maYimiim values of

the i-th principal component ranking, P/yis the j-th com-

ponent of the i-th principal component, and W/ is a

synaptic combination weight 37 from the j-th neuron to 50

the output neuron 29. This way of obtaining this corre-

lation is based on the assumption that the relationship

between the explanation variants and the principal com-
ponent rankings are monotonic. Therefore, although it

is not necessarily statistically correct, it is known that 55

this method practically suffices in many cases. Further,

it is guaranteed that the relation between the principal

component rankings and the variations of economic

time series data is monotonic since the output neuron is

single and only a single hidden layer 28 is connected to 60

the output neuron 29. The analysis module 21 outputs

the result of this analysis.

In the prior art, as described above, since redundant

neurons would be provided if the hidden layer con-

tained many neurons, easy analysis could not be 65

achieved. Whereas, in this invention, even if the hidden

layer contains many neurons, it is possible to analyze a

cause for variations in the economic time series data to

be predicted. Consequently, in the conventional

method, the neural network to be used for actual pre-

diction and that to be used for analysis must be different

from each other. Whereas in this invention, the same

neural network can be used.

Further, in the prior art, since the individual eco-

nomic time series data are simply logarithmically con-

verted and normalized to be input to the neural net-

work, it is possible to analyze only the relation between

the largeness of these input values and the variations of

the economic time series data to be predicted. Whereas,

in the economic time series data analyzing system ac-

cording to this invention, since the input data includes

difference data indicating the variations of various eco-

nomic time series data, it is possible to analyze the rela-

tionship between the variations(e.g., increase, decrease,

maximum, minimum
,
etc.) of input economic time series

data and the variations of objective economic time se-

ries data to be predicted.

Furthermore, since the input data includes the result

of pattern sorting for the objective economic time series

data, it is possible to obtain the causal relationship be-

tween this pattern and the objective economic time

series data, namely, the technical analytical explanation.

Conventionally, in analysis of the monetary market,

the point at which graphs of moving averages in differ-

ent periods cross one another can mean something ana-

lytically significant on many occasions. On some other

occasions, the relation in largeness between some kinds

of economic time series data can mean something ana-

lyticaDy significant. In this invention, since the differ-

ence between moving averages in different periods for

the same economic time series data and also the differ-

ence between moving averages in the same period for

different economic time series data are defined as expla-

nation variants, it is possible to perform an analysis

tempered with that information.

TTie pattern sorting unit 18 in the form ofa self-organ-

izing map and the neural network 19 may be imple-

mented by either hard logic or software.

What is claimed is:

1. An economic phenomenon predicting system com-
prising:

(a) a predicting neural network comprising (al) an

input layer having a plurality of input layer neu-

rons for inputting signals indicating respective eco-

nomic phenomena, (a2) a predetermined number of

hidden layers comprising a plurality of hidden

layer neurons, respectively, each of said input neu-

rons making synaptic combinations with arbitrary

ones of said hidden layer neurons, each synaptic

combination having a weight, and (a3) an output

layer comprising a predetermined number of out-

put layer neurons, each of said hidden layer neu-

rons making synaptic combinations with arbitrary

ones of said output layer neurons, each synaptic

combination having a weight, and each of said

output layer neurons outputting an output signal,

and (a4) wherein the weights of the synaptic com-
binations between said input layer neurons and

hidden layer neurons and the weights of the synap-

tic combinations between said hidden layer neu-

rons and said output layer neurons are organized •

by learning so that when data indicating variations

of various principal economic indices including an

economic phenomenon to be predicted and data

indicating a variation pattern of the economic phe-
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nomenoD to be predicted are input to said input

layer neurons, said signals output from said output

layer neurons represent a result of prediction of the

economic phenomena;

(b) moving-average-value arithmetic means for input- 5

ting time series data indicating various principal

economic indices including the economic phenom-
enon to be predicted and for obtaining moving-

average values for a plurality of recent predeter-

mined periods, said moving-average-value arithme- 10

tic means supplying said obtained moving-average

values, as part of said data indicating the variations

of the various principal economic indices including

the economic phenomenon to be predicted, to said

input layer neurons;

(c) difference arithmetic means for obtaining differ-

ence at least a fu^t to an n-th order between said

moving-average values, said difference arithmetic

means supplying the obtained differences, as part of

said data indicating the variations of said various

principal economic indices including the economic

phenomenon to be predicted;

(d) trend removing means for removing trends from

the time series data indicating the economic phe- ^
nomenon to be predicted by subtracting from said

time series data indicting the economic phenome-
non to be predicted the individual moving-average

value of the economic phenomenon to be predicted

for any of the plurality of predetermined periods;

and

(e) pattern-sorting means for sorting said time series

data indicating the economic phenomenon to be

predicted after removing the trends into patterns,

said pattern-sorting means outputting patterns, said
33

patterns being obtained from the sorting, as data

indicating a variation pattern of the economic phe-

nomenon to be predicted to said input layer neu-

rons.

2. An economic phenomenon predicting system to 4Q
claim 1, wherein the number of said hidden layers is

one.

3. An economic phenomenon predicting system ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein the number of output layer

neurons is one. 45
4. An economic phenomenon predicting system ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein said moving-average-value

arithmetic means performs a moving-average-value

arithmetic operation that is weighted so that a sum of

the moving average values is 1. 50
5. An economic phenomenon predicting system ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein said hierarchical-difference

arithmetic means operates second order differences of

said moving-average values.

6. An economic phenomenon predicting system ac- 55

cording to claim 1, wherein each of the output signals of

said output layer neurons is a signal representing an

index of the economic phenomenon to be predicted.

7. An economic phenomenon predicting system ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein the economic phenome- 60

non to be predicted is a stock index representing a price

of stocks on the market.

8. An economic phenomenon predicting system ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein said various principal eco-

nomic indices other than the economic phenomenon to 65

be predicted include any of a turnover, various interest

rates, prices of staple commodities, a financial index, a
trade index and a price index.

9. An economic phenomenon predicting system ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein said pattern-sorting means
is a neural network provided by learning pattern that

have frequently occurred in past periods in such a man-
ner that when the time series data indicating the eco-

nomic phenomenon to be predicted are input, the neural

network outputs corresponding patterns obtained by
said sorting.

10. An economic phenomenon predicting system

according to claim 9, wherein said pattern-sorting

means is a self-organizing map.

11. An economic phenomenon predicting system

according to claim 1, further comprising a post-process

means for converting the output signals from said out-

put layer neurons of said neural network into a rate of

change of indices of the economic phenomenon to be

predicted.

12. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system comprising:

(a) a neural network for predicting economic phe-

nomenon, comprising (al) an input layer having a

plurality of input layer neurons for inputting sig-

nals indicating respective economic phenomena,
(a2) a predetermined number of hidden layers hav-

ing respective hidden layer neiirons, respectively,

each of said input neurons making synaptic combi-

nations with arbitrary ones of said hidden layer

neurons, each synaptic combination having a

weight, and (a3) an output layer having a predeter-

mined number of output layer neurons, each of said

hidden layer neurons making a synaptic combina-

tions with arbitrary ones of said output layer neu-

rons, each synaptic combination having a weight,

and each of said output layer neurons providing an

output signal, wherein the weights of the synoptic

combinations between said input layer neurons an<i

hidden layer neurons and the weights of the synop-

tic combinations between said hidden layer neu-

rons and said output layer neurons are organized

by learning so that when data indicating variations

of various principal economic indices including an

economic phenomenon to be predicted and data

indicating a variation pattern of the economic phe-

nomenon to be predicted are input to said input

layer neurons, said signals output from said output

layer neurons represent a result of prediction of the

economic phenomenon;
(b) moving-average-value arithmetic means for input-

ting time series data indicating various principal

economic indices and for obtaining moving-aver-

age values for a plurality of recent predetermined

periods, said moving-average-value arithmetic

means supplying said obtained moving-average

values, as part of said data indicating the variations

of the various principal economic indices including

the economic phenomenon to be predicted, to said

input layer neurons;

(c) difference arithmetic means for obtaining a first to

an n-th order difference between said moving-aver-

age values, said difference arithmetic means out-

putting the obtained differences, as part of said data

indicating the variations of said various principal

economic indices including the economic phenom-
enon to be predicted;

(d) principal component arithmetic means for obtain-

ing principal components of the output of said

hidden layer neurons by principal analysis; and
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(e) correlation analyzing means for analyzing a corre-

lation between variation of the economic phenome-

non to be predicted and variation of the output of

said output layer neurons by analyzing the obtained

principal components. ^

13. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherein the number

of said hidden layers is one.

14. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherem the number
of output layer neurons is one.

15. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherein said moving-

average-value arithmetic means performs a moving-

average-value arithmetic operation using the weights

determined so that a siun of said moving average values

is 1.

16. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherein said hie-
20

rarchical-difference arithmetic means operates a second

order differences of said moving-average values.

17. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherein each of the

output signals of said output layer neurons are signals 25
representing an index of the economic phenomenon to

be predicted.

18. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherein the economic

phenomenon to be predicted is a stock index represent- 30

ing the price of stock on the market
19. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherein said various

principal economic indices other than the economic

phenomenon to be predicted include a turnover, any 35

kind of interest rates, prices of staple marchandize, a

financial index, a trade index or a price index.

20. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, further comprising a

post-process means for converting each of the output 40

signals from said output layer neurons of said neural

network into a rate ofchange of indices of the economic

phenomenon to be predicted.

21. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, further comprising:

trend removing means for removing trends from

inputting time series data indicating the economic

phenomena to be predicted by subtracting from

said time series data the individual moving-average

value of the economic phenomenon to be predicted

for any of the predetermined periods; and

pattern-sorting means for sorting said time series data

indicating the economic phenomenon to be pre-

dicted after removing trends from patterns, said
55

pattern-sorting means generating output patterns,

said output patterns being obtained from the sort-

ing, as data indicating a variation pattern of the

economic phenomenon to be predicted to said .

input layer neurons. 50
22. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 21, wherein said pattern-

sorting means is a neural network that has been trained

with learning patterns that have frequently occurred in

past periods so that when the time series data indicating 65

the economic phenomenon to be predicted are input,

the neural network generates output patterns corre-

sponding to patterns obtained by the sorting.

23. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherein said pattern-

sorting means is a self-organizing map.

24. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 22, wherein said principal

component arithmetic means obtains principal compo-

nents by operating eigen vectors of covariance matrix

of the output of said hidden layer neurons.

25. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 24, wherein said principal

component arithmetic means obtains the principal com-

ponents, for the output of said hidden layer neurons

when said learning data are input to said input layer

neurons, by operating said eigen vectors according to a

Jacobi method.

26. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 25, wherein said principal

component arithmetic means inputs the inputs of said

neuial network in the form of outputs of said hidden

layer neurons and calculates the individual explanation

variants based on a plurality of last-named outputs, and

wherein said correlation analyzing means obtains a

distribution of frequency of principal component

rankings for said principal components obtained,

for every learning data, by said principal compo-
nent arithmetic means, obtains from said distribu-

tion of frequency a degree of correlation between

said principal component rankings and the explana-

tion variants, and obtains from said correlation an

influence of said principal component rankings

upon the economic phenomenon to be predicted.

27. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 26, wherein said correla-

tion analyzing means obtains the degree of correlation

between said principal component rankings and the

explanation variants by:

obtaining from said distribution of frequency a first

section including only a maximal value, a second

secdon that includes a predetermined proportion of

upper learning data except the maximal value, a

third section that includes a predetermined propor-

tion of lower learning data except a minimsJ vsdue,

and a fourth section including only the minimal

value;

obtaining average values and standard deviations for

the explanation variants in each of said second and

third sections; and

judging the explanation variants, wherein a differ-

ence between the average values of said second and

third sections is relatively large and wherein a ratio

of a standard deviation to an absolute value of said

difference is small, to indicate that the correlation

to said principal component rankings is relatively

strong.

28. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 26, wherein said correla-

tion analyzing means obtains the influence of said prin-

cipal component rankmgs upon the economic phenome-
non to be predicted by:

obtaining from said distribution of frequency a first

section including only a maximal value, a second

section to which a predetermined proportion of

upper learning data except the maximal value be-

long, a third section to which a predetermined

proportion of lower learning data except a minimal

value belong, and a fourth section including only

the minimal value;
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summing a plurality of products of said principal

component rankings and the weights of synaptic

combinations of the hidden layer neurons and out-

put layer neurons in respective sections to generate

a ranking sum; and S

multiplying the ranking sum by the range of the indi-

vidual section.

29. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 12, wherein said correla-

tion analyzing means inputs the inputs of said neural 10

network in the form of outputs of said hidden layer

neurons and calculates an explanation variants based on

a last-named of said outputs.

30. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing system according to claim 29, wherein said explana- 15

tion variants are at least any of the following: the inputs

of said neural network, differences between said mov-
ing-average values in different periods for the time se-

ries data representing the same principal economic indi-

ces and differences between said moving-average val- 20

ues in the same period for the time series data represent-

ing different principal economic indices.

31. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing method comprising the steps of:

(a) obtaining moving-average values of time series 25

data indicating various principal economic indices

for a plurality of recent predetermined periods,

each of said various principal economic indices

including an economic phenomenon to be pre-

dicted; 30

(b) obtaining differences between said moving-aver-

age values, which are obtained in an individual

common period, for at least a first to an n-th order

difference;

(c) removing trends from time series data indicating 35

the economic phenomenon to be predicted by sub-

tracting from time series data indicating the eco-

nomic phenomenon to be predicted an individual

moving-average value of the economic phenome-
non for any of the predetermined periods; 40

(d) sorting said time series data indicating the eco-

nomic phenomenon to be predicted, after remov-
ing trends, into patterns; and

(e) predicting the economic phenomenon, based on
said moving-average values, said differences and 45

said sorting, using a neural network including (el)

an input layer comprising a plurality of input layer

neurons for inputting said moving-average values

and differences, and for inputting data indicating

the variations of various principal economic indi- 50

ces including the economic phenomenon to be

predicted and said patterns as data indicating a

variation patterns of the economic phenomenon,
(e2) a predetermined number of hidden layers com-
prising a plurality hidden layer neurons, respec- 55

tively, each of said input neurons making synaptic

combinations with arbitrary ones of said hidden

layer neurons, each synaptic combination having a

weight, and (e3) an output layer comprising a pre-

determined number of output layer neurons, each 60

of said hidden layer neurons making synaptic com-
binations with arbitrary ones of said output layer

neurons, each synaptic combination having a

weight, and each of said output layer neurons gen-

erating an output signal representing a result of 65

prediction of the economic phenomenon, (e4)

wherein weights of the synaptic combinations be-

tween said input layer neurons and hidden layer

819
26

neurons and weights of the synaptic combinations

between said hidden layer neurons and said output

layer neurons are organized by learning in such a

maimer that when a plurality of data indicating

variations of the various principal economic indi-

ces and a plurality of data indicating the variation

patterns of the economic phenomenon are input to

said input layer neurons, said signals output from

said output layer neurons represent the result of

prediction of the economic phenomenon.
32. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz-

ing method comprising the steps of:

(a) obtaining moving-average values of time series

data indicating various principal economic indices

for a plurality of recent predetermined periods,

each of said various principal economic indices

including an economic phenomenon to be pre-

dicted;

(b) obtaining differences between said moving-aver-

age values, which are obtained in the individual

common period, for at least a first to an n-th order

difference;

(c) predicting the economic phenomenon, based on
said moving-average values and differences, using

a neural network including (cl) an input layer hav-

ing a plurality of input layer neurons for inputting

said moving-average values and differences, data

indicating the variations of various principal eco-

nomic indices including the economic phenomenon
to be predicted, (c2) a predetermined number of

hidden layers having a plurality of hidden layer

neurons, respectively, each of said input neurons

making synaptic combination with arbitrary ones

of said hidden layer neurons, each synaptic combi-

nation having a weight, and (c3) an output layer

having a predetermined number of output layer

neurons, each of said hidden layer neurons making
a synaptic combinations with arbitrary one of said

output layer neurons, each of said output layer

neurons generating an output signal representing

the result of prediction of the economic phenome-
non, and each synaptic combination having a

weight, (c4) wherein weights of the synaptic com-
binations between said input layer neurons and

hidden layer neurons and weights of the synaptic

combinations between said hidden layer neurons

and said output layer neurons are organized by
learning in such a manner that when a plurality of

data indicating the variations of the various princi-

pal economic indices and a plurality of data indicat-

ing the variation pattern of the economic phenome-
non are input to said input layer neurons, said sig-

nals output from said output layer neurons repre-

sent a result of prediction of the economic phenom-
enon;

(d) obtaining a plurality of principal components by a

principal component analysis for the output of said

hidden layer neurons; and
(e) analyzing a correlation between the variation

pattern of economic phenomenon and the variation

of output of said output layer neurons by analyzing

the obtained principal components.

33. An economic phenomenon predicting system

comprising:

(a) a predetermined number of neural networks orga-

nized to output a result of prediction of an eco-

nomic phenomenon when data indicating varia-

tions of various principal economic indices includ-
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isg the economic phenomenon and data indicating

a variation pattern of the economic phenomenon

are provided as input;

(b) moving-average-value arithmetic means for ob-

taining moving-average values of time series data 5

indicating various principal economic indices for a

plurality of recent predetermined periods, said

moving-average-value arithmetic means supplying

said obtained moving-average values, as part of

said data indicating the variations of the various 10

principal economic indices including the economic

phenomenon to be predicted, to said networks;

(c) difference arithmetic means for obtaining a pliu^-

ity of differences between said moving-average

values obtained in an individual common period, IS

for at least from a first to an n-th difference, said

difference arithmetic means supplying the obtained

difTerences, as part of said data indicating the varia-

tions of said various principal economic indices

including the economic phenomenon to be pre- 20

dieted, to said networks;

(d) trend removing means for removing a plurality of

trends from the time series data indicating the eco-

nomic phenomenon to be predicted by subtracting

from said time series data an individual moving- 25

average value of the economic phenomenon for

any of the predetermined periods; and

(e) pattern-sorting means for sorting said time series

data indicating the economic phenomenon to be

predicted into patterns, said pattern-sorting means 30

generating output patterns, which are obtained

from the sorting, as data indicating variation pat-

terns of the economic phenomenon to said net-

works.

34. An economic phenomenon predicting and analyz- 35

ing system comprising:

(a) a predetermined numbers of neural networks that

generates a number of hidden layer outputs accord-

ing to both data indicating variations of various

principal indices, including an economic phenome-

non to be predicted, and data indicating a variation

pattern of the economic phenomenon, and so as to

output signals indicating the economic phenome-

non by combining said hidden layer outputs;

(b) moving-average-value arithmetic means for ob-

taining moving-average values of inputted time

series data indicating various principal economic

indices for a plurality of recent predetermined peri-

ods, said moving-average-value arithmetic means

supplying said obtained moving-average values, as

part of said data indicating the variations of the

various principal economic indices, including the

economic phenomenon to be predicted, to said

networks;

(c) difference arithmetic means for obtaining a differ-

ence between said moving-average values. Which
are obtained in an individual common period, for at

least from a first to an n-th order difference, said

difference arithmetic means including means for

supplying the obtained differences, as part of said

data indicating the variations of said various princi-

pal economic indices including the economic phe-

nomenon to be predicted, to said networks;

(d) principal component arithmetic means for obtain-

ing principal components of the hidden layer out-

puts by principal analysis; and

(e) correlation analyzing means for analyzing a corre-

lation between variation of the economic phenome-

non to be predicted and variation of the output of

said output layer neurons by analyzing the obtained

principal components.
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